A long list of philosophers/scientists allowed understanding the nature of light and of its interaction with matter, the development of optical instruments and of lasers. We can briefly cited some of them who are known to bring important steps in these progresses. By trying to explain vision, Greek like Euclid (300 B.C.), Hero (60 A.D.), Ptolemy (120 A. D.) and then the Arab scientist Alhazen (1000 A.D.) described light propagation, till 13 th century Italian glassworkers made lenses that were used for spectacles. Kepler (1604) decribed the propagation of light through lenses with geometrical optics, and he applied his studies to the eye. Lippershey invented the telescope soon before Galileo (1609) produced his own telescope and started to study planets and moons. Snell, Descartes(~1637), Newton (~1704) , Grimaldi (~1665), Huygens (~1690), Euler (1746), Gauss (~1800), Young (1803), Fraunhofer(1814), Fresnel (1819) , Abbe (1887)... allowed to deepen the understanding of classical optics by extending the notion of rays to the notion of waves. This has led to the development of new instruments and to define their resolution limit because of diffraction. Maxwell (1873) derived a set of four famous equations based on the electromagnetic nature of light waves to model light propagation. An important revolution started with Planck (1900) describing the blackbody radiation by assuming that it could only change as an integer number of small quanta. Einstein (1905) was able to explain the photoelectric effect based on these quanta of light named photons by Lewis (1926) . In the sixties Gould, Townes, Schawlow, Maiman, Basov, Prokhorov were the pioneers of laser...
With the steady development of microelectronics and now of nanoelectronics, the question of developing very small optical components and systems arises. The main problem was first to cross the barrier of diffraction limit. Progresses in photolithography are obtained by using EUV (Exteme ultraviolet) and immersed optics to reduce the Critical Dimension, still dealing with difffraction. Quite early, in the middle of the twentieth century, materials with dimension smaller than the wavelength were already studied to make optical coatings which are used to control the spectral distribution of light and this is still a very active field of research with a wide range of applications [2] . 1D gratings were used to control the spatial distribution of light. These components are based on interferences or diffraction. Most of optical thin films exhibit naturally a complex nanostructure, in particular a columnar structure when deposited by conventional thermal evaporation. This structure induces anisotropy . By acting on the deposition conditions thin films can be sculptured (STF) to control light polarization [3] . Surface roughness induces light scattering. In some extend, the spatial distribution of the scattered light can be shaped by controlling the roughness statistic [4] .
we will see later that surface micro/nanostructures can be used to make broadband antireflection effect on silicon.
With technical progresses it now becomes possible to consider controlling both spectral and spatial properties of light by using materials with defined 2D or 3D structures. This very rich field of photonic crystals (PCs), still in development, finds already numerous applications such as chemical and biological sensors, solar light harnessing , broadband optical filters, controlled light emission, very small integrated optical circuits, low threshold lasers, interconnections... The optical density of state and the band dispersion can be engineered with PCs by using Bloch functions and band diagrams as in electronics [5] . It is then possible to control the permittivity and the permeability of matter by mixing several materials at small dimensions. Such metamaterials can exhibit effective refractive index not readily available in nature such as negative or nul effective index. They are used to slow light, to transform a gaussian beam in a plane wave, to make flat lenses, to perform high resolution imaging, cloaking, more generally to structure light. They can also be designed to engineer radiative decay or to exhibit functions inspired by quantum physics. Photonic Floquet topological insulators [6] can be obtained; optical vortices can be generated giving an orbital angular momentum to photons.
Another field of nanophotonics is based on the use of evanescent waves. As example, Scanning Near field Optical Microscope uses evanescent waves collected by a tapered optical fibre to make a high resolution image of a surface lightened in total reflection from below.
The optical properties of low dimensional materials get a better understanding since a few years. The permittivity and the permeability of materials depends on phenomena at such small scale. The susceptibility is coming from local oscillators. In classical physics, atoms and molecules in dielectrics can be seen as dipoles with resonant frequencies. Absorption bands are centered on these frequencies. Generally light interaction with matter takes place on a length in the order of the wavelength. It concerns a large number of atoms or molecules. The response of the matter is then an incoherent sum of the individual responses and the absorption band is broad (inhomogeneous broadening). In a mixture of matter at dimension smaller than the wavelength the effective permittivity can be obtained by the effective medium theory. When the matter is in smaller dimension, like in nanocrystals of dimension less than about 10nm, the local oscillators give a coherent response leading to much narrower absorption bands.
On the quantum physics point of view, the optical properties of matter depends on the discretise electron energy levels in the atoms and on phonon levels in molecules. The oscillators are the dipoles composed of the nuclear and a peripherial electron in case of atoms and of discrete vibrational/rotational modes in molecules. When a material limited in 1D, 2D or 3D is surrounded by a material in which electrons have a higher potential, the electron are confined and their wavefunction may exhibit resonances, like a particle-in-a-box or an electromagnetic wave in a microcavity. The electron energy levels are then discrete, as in an atom. It is necessary for this that the dimensions are limited to less than the thermal de Broglie wavelength of a few tenths of nanometers or less, depending on the wavelength and the semiconductor concerned. These materials are called quantum wells, quantum wires and quantum dots.
Not only the absorption spectra and the complex refractive indices are dependant on the size of the structures but also their emission spectra. Some quantum dots are now well known to exhibit a size dependant photoemission wavelengh with quantum yield which can be close to 100%.
Quantum wells are widely used to make microlasers useful for numerous applications, including telecommunications. Functionalized Quantum dots (QD) can be used as tags and have more and more importance [4, 8, 9] . The BS (see figures 1a: surface of BS and 1b: R versus λ) allows absorbing light very efficiently by trapping the photons in nanostructures. It is used in particular to realize photodetectors showing increased sensitivities in the Near InfraRed but also to improve the conversion efficiency of solar cells. The BS can be obtained by engraving the silicon surface using laser shooting through a sulphur vapour [8] , by cryogenic etching, but also by room-temperature reactive ion etching (RIE) using appropriate process parameters [10] .
Metafilters
It is also possible to combine effects of 3D structuring of flexible materials with thin coatings in order to realized more complex optical filtering functions [11] . For example, the figure 2 below shows an optical metafilter realized by NanoImprint Lithography (NIL) of a PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) film covered with a thin layer of tungsten. Absorption of visible light and near IR is almost complete with the nanostructuring and the tungsten absorption, so the reflectance is close to 0, while in the Infrared reflectance is maximum close to 100% and therefore the coating emissivity is close to 0. This flexible metafilter finds applications in the field of coatings for optical stealth but also for thermophotovoltaics.
Optical antennae
If we were able to associate an optical nanoantenne, highly resonant in some wavelength range for example using plasmonic effects or gap plasmons, with diodes to rectify an alternating current at very high frequency to get a continuous current, one can imagine going beyond the photovoltaic effect and get a direct conversion of incident photons into a flow of electrons under the form of a Direct Current (DC). In doing so, it is theoretically possible to convert 44% of the photons of a spectral domain into current [12] as compared to the maximum theoretical efficiency of 33.2% achieved in a traditional single junction PV cell. These components, combining an antenna and a diode, are called rectenna for "rectifying antenna" (see schematic on figure 3a). It is possible to use Metal -Insulator -Metal (MIM) diodes [13] or even molecular diodes which rectifiying properties are obtained by the asymmetry of the molecule for example with ferrocenyl alkane thiol, which ferrocenyl group is placed either on one side or the other of the molecule [14] [15] [16] . Figure 3b presents nanopyramids periodically positioned in order to be a set of resonant antennae. The resonant wavelengths are imposed by the sizes of the nanopyramids and by their periodicity. The molecular diodes are directly self-assembled on the nanopyramid surface.
in imagery for biology and health. QDs are also used to make single photon source. They can be embedded in thin films for down conversion of solar energy or for backlighting in colour enhanced flat TV (QDTV).
It is now well known that a surface wave called plasmon polariton can be excited with an evanescent optical wave at the surface separating a metal and a dielectric. For metallic nanoparticles (NPs) in the order of some ten nanometers a plasmonic resonance can be excited with a propagating optical wave having the matched wavelength. The optical field can then be strongly localized around the NPs. This is exploited in particular to make sensors, to perform enhanced Raman scattering , to have local heating, single particle detection [7] etc.
Metallic nanostructures can also be seen as optical antennas localizating the optical field. Coupled to a molecular diode they can be used to rectify the optical field (rectenna).
Some recent advances in nanophotonics applications are illustrated below.
Some examples of application of nanophotonics

Black Silicon
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